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In LhARA, we would like to produce a large flux of protons
via Target Normal Sheath Acceleration
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Initial TNSA goal: 
producing >109 protons with 
energy  [14.5, 15.5] MeV∈



Previous experiments show that LhARA goal could be achieved
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4. Increased acceleration efficiency with thinner targets

It is well known that for a given laser pulse, proton energies and flux
can typically be increased by using thinner targets [19,53], with a
minimum thickness depending on the laser contrast. However, using
very thin targets is challenging for a simple tape-driven target system as
they are susceptible to tearing, particularly when reeling after a laser
shot. We were unable to reliably shoot targets thinner than 5 µm using
our tape target system. However, future optimisation by, for example,
using a wider target tape, mounting thinner targets from a thicker tape
substrate, or other innovative approaches such as recently developed
cryogenic [40,54,55], liquid sheet [41] or liquid crystal [53] targets
may provide the opportunity to use thinner targets at higher repetition.

Therefore, during the first experimental campaign, we tested our
system using thinner aluminium (Al) targets to optimise proton energy
and flux to guide development of future high repetition targetry de-
signs. We found an optimum target thickness of d ≈ 2 µm for high
energy proton generation. Below this, the proton beam pattern de-
graded and eventually a significant fraction of the laser was transmitted
through the targets, with a lower observed proton beam energy, in-
dicating significant expansion due to the laser prepulse, the details of
which are given in Supplemental Material of [42] for this campaign.

The maximum proton energies for =d 2 µm Al targets, as measured
on the RCF, typically varied between 40 and 50 MeV. Examples of
background subtracted beam profiles are shown in Fig. 5 a. As typical
for sheath accelerated beams, the full-angle divergence decreases with
increasing energy, from θ ≈ 40∘ at E ≈ 13 MeV to θ ≈ 10∘ at a max-
imum energy near =E 50 MeV. The centre of the beam of 50 MeV
protons shown in Fig. 5 a is (23 ± 2) ∘ away from target normal,
towards the laser axis direction. Indeed, as the target thickness de-
creases, the beam was typically observed to be directed increasingly
towards laser axis [52]. As can be seen in Fig. 5 b, not only is the
maximum energy higher, but the total particle number flux is higher
throughout the higher energy end of the spectrum. Therefore, it is at-
tractive to develop repetitive target systems capable of mounting
thinner targets to optimise the source parameters.

5. Conclusion and future prospects

Although the target thickness of the tape target used was not op-
timal for maximising the proton flux and energy, it could still be used to
provide a repetitive supply of ≫ 10 MeV protons at 0.1 Hz. The typical
performance of the source is summarised in Table 1 for all protons
> 12 MeV, and a 1% energy band in 1 msr at 15 MeV. The latter is
chosen as a figure of merit for acceptance into a collecting particle optic
for transport to applications [4], although not all transport systems and

subsequent applications will require such small energy spread or small
angular acceptance. For example, for a 10% energy spread [56] the
values can be multiplied by 10 due to the spectra being approximately
flat over the energy bin width. Each shot produces ~ 3 nC of charge
with energies > 12 MeV, resulting in extremely high peak currents,
~ 30 kA, at source before debunching caused by the inherent energy
spread. However, the average currents are still relatively low for some
applications, even when scaled to state-of-the-art laser repetition rates
(e.g. ~ 30 nA for the entire beam > 12 MeV at ~ 10 Hz).

As we have shown that the proton flux and energies are only mar-
ginally boosted by tight focusing and high intensities, it follows that
improving these parameters for a sheath acceleration source can best be
achieved by increasing the laser energy and/or increasing the laser
repetition rate. The tape target used here has already been demon-
strated in 1 Hz operation at lower laser power [38], near the state-of-
the-art in repetition rate for this class of laser [1]. The use of different
acceleration schemes may provide a higher conversion efficiency of
laser energy into protons, particularly when considering a narrow en-
ergy band [22,25,28]. However, the stability and beam quality of such
acceleration methods still needs to be demonstrated. Regardless of the
acceleration scheme used, achieving higher beam currents with long-
term operation will also pose problems with debris, radioactivation,
electromagnetic noise and target replenishment, which are all major
topics of research for future repetitive laser-driven ion sources. We
mitigate these issues in our experiments by only running the source for
short bursts before stopping to change laser or target parameters, al-
though we still achieve in excess of 50 shots per hour. Indeed, our
finding that using an extremely small focal spot size is not necessary for
high flux proton generation motivates the use of a longer focal length
focusing optic for repetitive laser driven proton sources. This could
reduce the impact of debris and increase the Rayleigh range, resulting
in a less stringent requirement for repetitive target positioning.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a repetitive proton source
with maximum energies Ep ≈ 40 MeV using a state-of-the-art high
power laser operating at 0.1 Hz irradiating a tape target. We in-
vestigated the beam stability and showed a weak dependence of proton
beam flux on focal sizes rL< 10 µm and fixed laser energy. We showed
the beam parameters could be boosted even further by developing a
repetitive design for a thinner target. Our demonstration of a repetitive
intense laser driven proton source is therefore an important step to-
wards the development of future laser driven ion sources.
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Fig. 5. a) Spatial distribution of dose deposited in units Gy from selected RCF
layers after background subtraction for =d 2 µm Al and b) deconvolved spec-
trum from RCF of the whole beam for typical shots on =d 2 µm Al (shades of
blue) and =d 5 µm steel target (shades of red) for EL ≈ 10 J. RCF observing
energies E < 12 MeV were beyond the calibrated range and not included. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is re-
ferred to the web version of this article.)

Table 1
Typical parameters of the beam accelerated from a 5 µm steel target for all
protons with energy E> 12 MeV, and protons in 1 msr at the beam centre in a
1% energy spread at =E 15 MeV. Np is the total number of protons, Qp the total
charge, Ebeam is the total beam energy, Ipeak the peak beam current at source,
estimated using a generation time 100 fs, and Iavg the time averaged current for
our laser system (0.1 Hz) and for the highest repetition rate at upcoming pe-
tawatt-class laser systems (10 Hz).

> 12 MeV 15 MeV, =E E1% , 1 msr

Np ~ 2 × 1010 ~ 3 × 106
Qp ~ 3 nC ~ 0.5 pC
Ebeam ~ 50 mJ ~ 7 μJ
Ipeak ~ 30 kA ~ 5 A
Iavg (0.1 Hz) ~ 0.3 nA ~ 50 fA
Iavg (10 Hz) ~ 30 nA ~ 5 pA
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Considering ~13% energy spread and 15 msr acceptance,
this would lead to a proton beam

with Q ~ 100 pC and ε = 15 MeV ± 0.5 MeV 

However, these results were obtained @J-KAREN-P
εL = 10 J and I = 5 x 1021 W/cm2



Provided initial laser specs are quite different. What can we achieve with them?
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P [TW] 100

τ [fs] 25

rep. rate [Hz] 10

contrast 1010

Initial laser parameters*

For higher flexibility
“off-shelf” alternatives: 250 or 500 TW

To be evaluated

Need high-rep. rate target

*To be better defined after R&D



SCAPA specs are similar to LhARA specs. What can we expect?
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H+ layer
nH+ = 1.15 nc

LH+ = 31.83 nm

Al3+ foil
nAl3+ = 70 nc

LAl3+ = [2 — 6] μm

I = [8 — 10] x 1020 W/cm2

λ0 = 800 nm
a0 = [19.32 — 21.60] 
τFWHM = 25 fs
w0 = 1.5 μm
p - polarised
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Initial density profile detail
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2
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A short scale-length pre-plasma leads to proton energies
higher than 15 MeV using thicker targets
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Te,hot ~ 1.85 MeV

Electron distribution function Proton spectrum
Divergence of proton

with 14.5 MeV ≤ ε ≤ 15.5 MeV

6 μm thick target, Lg = 1 μm

78 pC
θrms ~ 1.14º



In the case of almost abrupt plasma-to-vacuum transition,
only the 2 μm Aluminium target allows for achieving LhARA target goals
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Proton cutoff energy vs time
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A laser intensity ~ 1021 W/cm2 would be required
to achieve a proton cutoff energy of 15 MeV with 6 μm targets 
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A short pre-plasma allows for boosting the proton cutoff energy
to ε > 15 MeV using 6 μm targets 
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Nearly all 15 MeV protons are transmitted
through the first three Gabor lenses
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At the end of the line, proton beam is circular and very collimated
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At the end of the line, proton beam is circular and very collimated
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At the end station, protons have an energy of 15 MeV 
and an energy spread of 2% suitable for radiological applications
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Summary
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✤ We explored via 3D Particle-In-Cell simulations the interaction of the SCAPA laser with Aluminium 
foils.

✤ We investigated the effect of target thickness, laser intensity and pre-plasma scale-length.
✤ In the case of almost abrupt plasma-vacuum transition, very thin Aluminium targets (~2 μm) will be 

necessary to exceed proton energies of 15 MeV.
✤ For thicker targets (~ 6 μm), higher laser intensities will be necessary to exceed proton energies of 

15 MeV.
✤ The presence of a pre-plasma allows for accelerating protons to energies >> 15 MeV with thicker 

targets.
✤ Protons obtained from a realistic PIC simulation were propagated through the beamline, showing 

that TNSA protons can be shaped into a beam suitable for radiobiological applications.



Future works (open to suggestions)
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✤ Include more points to the performed scans.
✤ Explore role of laser angle of incidence.
✤ Combine hydro simulations with PIC to get more realistic information on the pre-plasma.
✤ Increase density of the contaminant layer

Actions:
✤ Share SCAPA measurements of laser contrast and laser intensity in focal spot
✤ Check possibilities for hydro simulations and plan further discussion 


